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Ultrasonographic salivary gland evaluation in 
systemic sclerosis: is sicca syndrome secondary 
to an authentic overlap syndrome or another 
specific fibrotic manifestation of the disease?

We read with great interest the results of Couderc and 
colleagues concerning ultrasonographic (US) involvement of 
major salivary glands (SGs) in systemic sclerosis (SSc).1 We 
fully agree with their comment concerning the high prevalence 
of sicca syndrome in SSc and its underestimated impact on 
quality of life. US evaluation of major SGs is a non-irradiating, 
easy-to-use and largely available tool. Its diagnostic perfor-
mances have been properly evaluated in primary Sjögren 
syndrome (SS)2 and can be extended to secondary SS. In their 
study, Couderc and colleagues highlight the high prevalence 
of overlap syndrome SSc/primary SS according to US eval-
uation. Nonetheless, this overlap syndrome may not be the 
only mechanism underlying sicca syndrome in SSc. As initially 
suggested by Couderc and colleagues, a specific SSc-associated 
fibrosis of major SGs could also explain sicca syndrome in 
SSc.1 3 This hypothesis is all the more relevant as such glan-
dular fibrosis has already been described in minor SGs of SSc 
patients.3 Although the US Cornec’s score used by Couderc 
and colleagues has good diagnostic performances for the diag-
nosis of primary SS, this score may have some limits for the 
detection of fibrosis of major SG in SSc.4 Indeed, hyperechoic 
bands, a fibrotic feature, are not included in US Cornec’s 
score as a specific and isolated item but are only considered 
as a manifestation of a pseudocystic degeneration of the gland 
(grade 3 and 4), which is supposed to be specific of primary SS. 
Hyperechoic bands have on the contrary been fully integrated 
in the recent scoring system of Outcome Measures in Rheuma-
tology (OMERACT) for major SG US evaluation5 (figure 1). 
Therefore, US assessment according to Cornec’s score may 
underestimate the prevalence of SSc-associated fibrosis of 
major SGs and may more specifically select patients with 
overlap syndrome with primary SS. This hypothesis is concor-
dant with Avouac’s results on minor SG biopsy, showing that 
overlap syndrome with primary SS was only detect in 14% of 
SSc patients whereas the first cause of sicca syndrome in this 
study was SSc-associated glandular fibrosis, both in diffuse and 
limited cutaneous SSc, and independently from SS-associated 
lymphocytic sialadenitis.3

Therefore, a full exploration of sicca syndrome and its 
correlation with US features of major SGs in SSc may require 
a comparison of the histological findings from minor SGs with 
US results from major SGs. This comparison of US features 
with histological findings may help to precise the pathogenesis 
underlying major SG involvement in SSc. Acoustic radiation 
force impulse-elastometry of these major glands may also help 
to clarify this issue and to more precisely detect major gland 
fibrosis in SSc, although the reproducibility of this technic is 
still to be confirmed. Moreover, as vascular involvement is a 
hallmark of the pathogenesis of SSc, Doppler waveform anal-
ysis of the transverse facial artery may reveal narrowing, occlu-
sions or altered resistance index, offering new insights in the 
pathogenesis of major SG involvement in SSc. An OMERACT 
US study of SG vascularisation is ongoing to clarify this issue in 
primary SS and its relevance in SSc still needs to be confirmed.

Organ involvement is complex and multifactorial in SSc, 
and like heart or lung involvement, major SGs impairment may 
be the result of simultaneous and combined pathogenic path-
ways, beyond primary SS overlap syndrome. If we acknowl-
edge that Couderc and colleagues’ study lays the foundations 
for US evaluation of major SG involvement in SSc,1 we believe 
that a global US assessment combining vascular, fibrotic and 
inflammatory features of major SGs in comparison with biop-
sies of minor SGs is therefore still needed to better understand 
sicca syndrome in SSc. We are currently conducting a multi-
centre cross-sectional study exploring this issue and hope that 
this global US approach may provide new insights into this 
frequent but neglected manifestation of this complex autoim-
mune disorder.6
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Figure 1 US axial view of a normal (A) and pathologic (B-C) parotid 
gland. (B) shows pathological glandular parenchyma with multiple 
pseudo-cystichypoechoic areas and some fibrotic hyperechoic bands. 
This gland would be classified as grade 3 of Cornec’s score and grade 2 
according to OMERACT classification.(C) shows a pathological glandular 
parenchyma with hyperechoic bands that develop into fibrotic tissue 
indistinguishable from the adjacent soft tissues and with only few 
pseudo-cystic hypoechoic areas. This gland would be difficult to classify 
according to Cornec’s score (considered as grade 1 or 2) and would on 
the contrary easily reach grade 3 according to the recent OMERACT 
score.
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